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Abstract

Procedure calling conventions are used to provide uniform procedure-call interfaces. Applications, such as compilers and debuggers, which generate, or process procedures at the machine-language abstraction level require knowledge of the calling convention. In this paper, we develop a formal model for procedure calling conventions called P-FSA’s. Using this model, we are able to ensure several completeness and consistency properties of calling conventions. Currently, applications that manipulate procedures implement conventions in an ad-hoc manner. The resulting code is complicated with details, difficult to maintain, and often riddled with errors. To alleviate the situation, we introduce a calling convention specification language, called CCL. The combination of CCL and P-FSA’s facilitates the accurate specification of conventions that can be shown to be both consistent and complete.

1 Introduction

Procedures, or functions, in programming languages work in concert to implement the intended function of programs. To facilitate this cooperation between procedures, we must accurately specify the procedure-call interface. This interface must define how to pass actual parameters and describe function return values, and which machine resources, such as registers, the called procedure must preserve. This understanding between the caller and callee is known as the procedure calling convention. Because of the machine-specific nature of the calling convention, calling conventions vary widely from machine-to-machine, programming-language-to-programming-language, and, language-implementation-to-language-implementation.

1.1 Why a Calling Convention Specification?

Currently, information about a particular calling convention can be found by: looking in the programmer’s reference manual for the given machine, or reverse-engineering the code generated by the compiler. Reverse-engineering the compiler has many obvious shortcomings. Using the programmer’s reference manual may be equally problematic. As with much of the information in the programmer’s manual, the description is likely to be written in English and is liable to be ambiguous, or inaccurate. For example, in the MIPS programmer’s manual [KANE92] the English description is so difficult to understand that the authors provide fifteen examples, several of which are contradictory[FRAS93]—and this is the second edition. Furthermore, the convention, once understood, is difficult to implement. For example, the GNU ANSI C compiler fails on an example listed in the manual. Digital, in recognizing the problem, has published a calling standard document for their new Alpha series processors [DEC93] that exceeds 100 pages. Thus, it should be clear that there is a need for an accurate, concise description of procedure calling conventions.

1.2 Applications

Any application that must process or generate procedures at the machine-language abstraction level is likely to need to know about a procedure calling convention. Examples of such uses include compilers, debuggers, evaluation tools such as profilers, and documentation. The code that implements the calling convention in these applications lends itself to automatic generation. In many cases, the convention itself is not difficult to understand, or implement for a given instance of a procedure. However, the implementation of the general case is complicated with details that are difficult to implement correctly for all cases.

Compilers, perhaps would benefit most from specification of the calling convention. The calling convention is exhibited in the calling sequence the compiler uses when generating code. A calling sequence is a sequence of instructions that implements the calling convention. Thus, a calling sequence is an instantiation of the more general calling convention. Frequently, a compiler will use a calling convention that differs from the one used by the native compiler for the machine. In such cases, it is desirable to be able to call procedures that were generated using the native compiler. System library functions, which would be compiled using the native compiler, are such an example. It therefore would be convenient for a compiler to cope with more than one calling convention. In many compilers, the portion of code that implements the calling convention is lengthy, detailed, and therefore difficult to modify or parameterize by the calling convention.

The existence of a method for accurately specifying calling conventions also makes it possible to experiment with different conventions. Johnson and Ritchie have identified the issues in pro-
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viding an efficient calling sequence after one has already defined a calling convention [JOHNSON]. However, the convention makes many choices that directly affect the efficiency of calling procedures. We therefore feel that it is important to experiment with different conventions on each to tune the convention to the machine. Davidson and Whalley have performed a limited experiment in investigating different calling conventions [DAVI91]. However, due to the enormous amount of work required to change their compiler from one calling convention to another, their experiment was limited to several different methods of saving and restoring registers.

1.3 Contributions
This paper makes several contributions. It provides a formal model for procedure calling conventions that can be used in a variety of system software. The paper presents a specification language that, when used in conjunction with the formalism, can provide accurate convention information to an application. Further, it shows that by modeling a convention in this manner, several desirable properties about calling conventions can be established. It also shows how conventions that are not complete, or are inconsistent can be automatically identified. Finally, the paper shows how this formalism can be used by an optimizing compiler to automatically generate procedure calling sequences.

2 The Language Concepts
This section describes the underlying model for the convention descriptions. Many features of the description language have their foundation in the underlying model.

2.1 Convention vs. Sequence
When one first tries to model the procedure call interface, one would likely consider—as we did—simply modeling the calling sequence. This is natural since compiler writers are most familiar with calling sequences. Traditionally, the terms calling sequence and calling convention have been used interchangeably in the literature to refer to the calling sequence. However, after some thought, the subtle differences between the convention and the sequence become apparent.

The calling convention defines how two procedures, on either side of a procedure call interface, interact. It is an agreement between the caller and the callee about where information is found, and how to manage machine resources. Choosing which registers retain their values across a procedure call, or the order and location of procedure arguments, or where the return address is found, are all decisions that one makes when defining a procedure calling convention. One can think of the calling convention as a definition of what is done by whom.

The calling sequence, on the other hand, is an implementation of the calling convention. There may be many calling sequences for a given calling convention. In particular, since the calling sequence implements the calling convention, it is impossible for the caller to determine if the callee is using the same sequence, and vice versa. Thus, while it is imperative that a caller and a callee use the same calling convention, it is not necessary that they use the same calling sequence.

2.2 Interfaces and Agents
So far, we have referred to the procedure call interface. In fact, there are two interfaces: the procedure call interface and the procedure return interface. On each side of these interfaces, there is an agent. An agent ensures that that side of the interface satisfies the requirements of the calling convention. These agents are the whom in the definition of the calling convention. For the procedure call interface, there are the caller prologue and callee prologue agents that are responsible for correctly passing the procedure arguments and constructing an environment that the callee can execute in. For the procedure return interface, there are the callee epilogue and caller epilogue that are responsible for correctly passing the procedure return values and restoring the environment of the caller. The responsibilities of each of the four agents are closely related. The caller prologue and callee prologue agents must agree on how to pass information, as do the callee epilogue and caller epilogue. Additionally, actions of the epilogue agents must be symmetric to the actions of the prologue agents to properly restore the environment (e.g., if the call decrements the stack pointer, the return must increment it). It is precisely these restrictions that make it difficult correctly construct a calling sequence.

Figure 1: The Role of Agents in Procedure Call and Return Interfaces.

2.3 Defining the Interface
The procedure call interfaces are defined in terms of two concepts: data placement and view change. These abstractions are all that one needs to accurately specify procedure calling conventions.

2.3.1 Data Placement
Data placement specifies where information should be placed/ found as well as who is to place it there. This mechanism is used primarily for defining where information is to be placed to pass across an interface (procedure arguments and return values) and where to save information to restore later (contents of registers). In the former, this is an agreement between two agents on opposite sides of an interface. For the latter, this is an agreement between agents in the caller or agents in the callee.

Abstractly, data placement definitions are functions that map values onto machine resources. The functions take a value and corresponding attributes (such as data type) and decide where the value belongs. More precisely, placement definitions are finite state machines, since the mapping is order-dependent. Figure 2 illustrates an application of a placement definition to place procedure arguments. In this example, floating-point values are placed in even/odd register pairs, structures are placed on the stack, and integers are placed in the next available register. When argument registers are exhausted, the stack is used. The placement is complicated by restrictions. An example restriction is registers that are passed over (i.e., an odd numbered register when placing a floating-point value) cannot be subsequently used. Such restrictions are common in calling conventions, and must therefore be captured in the data placement definition.
The calling convention is the set of rules to which the caller and callee must conform. Figure 3 contains the calling convention rules for a hypothetical machine. Consider the following ANSI C prototype for a function foo:

```
int foo(char p1, int p2, int p3, double p4);
```

For the purpose of transmitting procedure arguments for our simple convention, we are only interested in the signature of the procedure. We define a procedure’s signature to be the procedure’s name, the order and types of its arguments, and its return type. This is analogous to ANSI C’s abstract declarator, which for the above function prototype would be:

```
int foo(char, int, int, double);
```

which defines a function that takes four arguments (a char, two int’s, and a double), and returns an int.

With foo’s signature, we can apply the calling convention in Figure 3 to determine how to call foo. foo’s arguments would be placed in the following locations:

- p1 in register a1
- p2 in register a2
- p3 in register a3
- p4 on the stack in M[sp:sp + 7] (M denotes memory)

1. Registers a1, a2, a3, and a4 are 32-bit argument-transmitting registers.
2. Arguments may be passed on the stack in increasing memory locations starting at the stack pointer (M[sp]).
3. An argument may have type char (1 byte), int (4 bytes), or double (8 bytes).
4. An argument is passed in registers (if enough are available to hold the entire argument), and then on the stack.
5. Arguments of type int are 4-byte aligned on the stack.
6. Arguments of type double are 8-byte aligned on the stack.
7. Stack elements that are skipped over cannot be allocated later.
8. Return values are passed in registers a1 and a2.
9. Values of registers a1, a2, a3, and a4 must be preserved across a procedure call.

Figure 3: Rules for a simple calling convention.

Notice that although register a2 is available, p4 is placed on the stack since it cannot be placed completely in the remaining register (rule 4). Such restrictions are common in actual calling conventions.

Now that we have seen how arguments are transmitted for a simple example, we can describe the objects in our model. The primary objects of interest are machine resources. A machine resource is simply any location that can store a value. Examples include registers and memory locations, such as the stack. Defining where required values are located is accomplished by specifying a mapping from one resource to another. We call such a mapping a placement. Although a procedure’s arguments and its return value are technically not machine resources by the above definition, we consider them as special resources in our model.

We partition a machine’s resources into two categories: finite and infinite. Resources such as register sets that can easily be enumerated are considered finite. Resources that are conceptually “unbounded” such as the stack are considered infinite. Although the stack is finite for any particular implementation of a machine, we model it as infinite since the programmer considers it, for all intents and purposes, to be infinite. This distinction is important since we must treat infinite resources in a special way.

3.2 Typographical Extensions

Figure 4 contains the complete CCL specification for the simple calling convention. The first thing to notice about CCL descriptions is prevalent use of typographical extensions. We extend the standard ASCII character set used in most machine-readable languages to include multiple fonts, super/subscript’s, and variations in font angle (italic) and weight (bold). This approach helps accomplish two of our goals in the language design: conciseness and naturalness. Since information can be encoded in the fonts, we can reduce the size of the descriptions. Second, in contrast to simple ASCII text, it provides a more natural way to describe many data types used in CCL. The following is a list of many expressions used in CCL:

- Sets: {2:9} = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}
- Ordered sets: <2,3,9,4,10>, <0:>>
- Labeled sets: {char: 1, short: 2, longword: 4, float: 4, double: 8}
- Operators: ∑, ⊖, ∈, ⊥
- Keywords: external, alias, call prologue, resources, map, set
- Comments: This is a comment
external NVSIZE, SPILL_SIZE, LOCALS_SIZE
non-volatile \{ a^6, a', a^2 \}
alias sp = a

caller prologue
view change
\forall offset \in [-\infty; \infty)
M[sp + offset] becomes M[sp + offset + ARG_SIZE]
end view change
data transfer (asymmetric)
alias mindex = \langle sp >>>
alias argregs = \langle a^3 \rangle
resources \{ argregs, \langle \text{mindex} \rangle \}
internal ARG_SIZE \leftarrow \sum(\langle M[addr].size | addr \in \text{mindex} \land M[addr].\text{assigned} \rangle)
class imem \leftarrow \langle \text{register} \mid \text{register} \in \text{argregs} \rangle
class dmem \leftarrow \langle M[addr] \mid addr \in \text{mindex} \land addr \mod 4 = 0 \rangle
\forall argument \in \langle \text{ARG} \rangle \longrightarrow \langle \text{ARG}\rangle
\{ char: \langle \text{regs}, \langle \text{mindex} \rangle \rangle,
int: \langle \text{regs}, \text{imem} \rangle,
double: \langle \text{regs}, \text{dmem} \rangle,
\}
end data transfer
caller prologue
callee prologue
view change
\forall offset \in [-\infty; \infty)
M[sp + offset] becomes M[sp + offset + SPILL_SIZE + LOCALS_SIZE + NVSIZE]
end view change
caller prologue
callee epilogue
data transfer (asymmetric)
resources \{ a^2 \}
map RVAL \longrightarrow \langle \langle a \rangle \rangle
end data transfer
caller epilogue
caller epilogue

Figure 4: A Complete Simple Example.

An advantage of using typographical extensions is that a simple, concise convention indicates the portions of descriptions that are literals, meta-symbols, and predefined elements. Comments are clearly offset from the remaining description because they are both italic and set in a different font. Sets are used heavily in the language and adhere to their natural syntax in mathematics. Keywords are in bold making them easy to identify.

There are two minor disadvantages of typographical extensions. One is that descriptions cannot be edited with existing text editors (e.g., emacs, vi, etc.), rather it requires the use of tools such as a specialized editor and postscript viewer. However, such tools are widely available as are postscript printers for printing descriptions. Indeed, such a tool was used to develop the CCL descriptions in this paper. A second disadvantage is that the tools that process CCL are slightly more complicated as they must deal with an intermediate representation that has typographical information included. Our initial experiments show that this is not be a major obstacle. Consequently, the benefits of this approach far outweigh the minor disadvantages.

3.3 Outer Environment
CCL is a part of a larger description system we are developing at the University of Virginia. CCL is part of the compiler-specific description. Although CCL is used to capture all information about a calling convention, a CCL description does not contain all necessary information to produce a calling sequence. Indeed, CCL descriptions are not complete by themselves. CCL descriptions require information from the outer environment to complete the descriptions. Information about the machine and language, such as the size of registers, the base data types and local procedure information, such as the amount of space needed for temporary variables, and which registers are used, must be provided by the outer environment. Four variables that are always defined by the outer environment are the special resources ARG, RVAL, and the corresponding special resource sizes ARG\_TOTAL and RVAL\_TOTAL. Since these values are always defined, they are implicitly declared as external values. All other variables whose values are provided by the outer environment are declared using the external statement.

A CCL description is typically language dependent as well. This is, in part, because the language definition influences the calling convention. For example, the C language [Kern78] defines a slightly different calling convention than its successor ANSI C.
resources used for returning values are the registers of return values (in most languages, there is only one). The resource defined by the outer environment, which refers to the list examine the

3.4 Placement of Procedure Return Values
First, we examine the placement of procedure arguments. We use the simple calling convention specification shown in Figure 4. For placement of arguments, we focus on the data transfer statement within the caller prologue section of the description (lines 9-23). We use the alias statement to introduce the name ‘argregs’ as a name for the parameter passing registers and ‘mindex’ as a set of stack addresses (a1 is the stack pointer). Line 12 defines the set of possible destinations for data placement, which we call the resources. Lines 14-16 specify classes that each defines a subset of these resources where placements may start. Since the convention has two different alignment restrictions for memory, which are based on argument type, there is a corresponding class for each restriction as well as a class for the argument registers. The language requires classes to be ordered sets of ordered sets. Classes simply partition the resources into sets of valid locations to place values. The outer set indicates the order in which to consider placing the arguments. In this example, when passing arguments in memory, we consider memory locations in low-to-high address order. The inner set typically contains a single element (the starting location). More complicated conventions make more use of the inner set as we will see later.

The remaining lines (17-22) of the data transfer contain the argument placement description. The universal quantifier (∀) operator iterates over the set, each time binding the variable argument to an element of the set. Here, the set is ordered, ensuring that argument will take values in the set in order. The resource ARG is a special resource that is provided by the outer environment. It contains information such as the type and size of the arguments for the call.

The two operators on line 18 complete the placement description. The placement operator (→) is invoked for each value argument is assigned. The placement operator takes a value (here an argument) and a list of classes. The classes are searched, in order, for an available resource to place the given value. When a resource is found, the location is marked as used, by setting the ‘assigned’ attribute, to ensure unique locations for each placed value. The selection operator (⊥) is used on labeled sets. This is simply a case expression. Based on the value of argument’s type attribute, one expression from the labeled set is selected.

3.4.1 Placement of Procedure Return Values
Specifying the locations of procedure return values is similar to procedure arguments. To determine the return value placement, we examine the data transfer statement within the callee epilogue section for Figure 4. Here, we see RVAL, the other special resource defined by the outer environment, which refers to the list of return values (in most languages, there is only one). The resources used for returning values are the registers a1 and a2. These registers are used for returning values of all types. Recall that the registers have size 4 bytes, integers are 4-byte quantities and doubles are 8-byte quantities. So, this specification indicates only a1 will be used for chars and ints, but a1 and a2 will be used for double values. This level of conciseness is achieved by indicating only the starting location rather than indicating the size, which can be attained from the type.

3.4.2 Non-Volatile Registers
Non-volatile registers are registers that contain values that the caller expects to be preserved during a procedure call. This expectation is part of the calling convention. If the callee wishes to use a non-volatile register, the register’s value must be preserved by the callee, and restored to its original value prior to returning to the caller. Registers whose values are non-volatile are listed in line 2 of Figure 4.

Two important details about non-volatile registers are missing from this specification. These are where the registers values are saved, and how they saved. The former is defined by the frame layout, while the latter is defined by the calling sequence. Although these details are important for the callee’s implementation, they are of no concern of the caller. Since they are of no concern of the caller, they are not part of the calling convention. Thus, while we could easily include this information in our CCL descriptions, we have chosen not to include it to avoid unnecessary restrictions in our calling convention specifications.

3.4.3 Putting it All Together
So far, we have examined the specification of each aspect of our simple convention in isolation. We now broaden our view to the entire description shown in Figure 4. A description is divided into five sections: one section for each agent in our model, and a global declaration section. We place data transfer and view change statements within agent sections. Finally, we place the two data placement schemes discussed above in their corresponding locations in the description.

First, let’s examine the caller prologue section. This section specifies the responsibilities of the caller prologue agent. Most data transfer statements have been described previously. Line 13, however, has not. It computes the amount of space that was assigned by the placement operator. Although this computation has been placed before the placement operation, its value will not actually be computed until after, since the computation is dependent on the results of the placement. The result of this computation is then used in the above view change statement. The view change indicates that the value in location M[sp + ARG_SIZE]. Such a change of view corresponds to a decrement of the stack pointer (a push) of precisely the amount needed to pass the arguments.

Although the location of the procedure arguments must be known for both the caller prologue and the callee prologue, the placement description only resides in the caller prologue section. This is because the callee prologue can determine the locations of the arguments by applying the appropriate view change to the description located in the caller prologue section. Hence, describing the change of view makes it unnecessary to restate where the procedure arguments are located when the view changes.

A final note about this description. The two data transfer statements (for passing arguments and return values) are tagged with the keyword (asymmetric). This indicates that the transfer is done by the agent, but not undone (values transferred back) by the symmetric agent (callee epilogue for callee prologue, caller epilogue for caller prologue). However, for all of the view changes, the lack of the (asymmetric) keyword indicates that a symmetric action takes place in the symmetric agent. For example, in this specification, the callee epilogue is empty. However, the callee epilogue performs the symmetric view change shown in the callee

1. There is no set ordering for view change and data transfer statements. However, since the view change occurs before the data transfer, all references to resource M are in terms of the new view. Had the view change been after the data transfer, this would not be the case.
prologue and has access to the procedure return value data transfer statement in the callee epilogue. Without this concept of symmetry, the description in Figure 4 would be considerably more involved.

Our simple calling convention illustrates how many common features in calling conventions are described. However, real-world examples tend to have additional constraints that complicate the descriptions. Appendix A contains a complete specification for the MIPS R3000 calling convention and a brief English description.

4 The Formal Model
This section presents the formal model that we use as a foundation for implementing procedure calling conventions.

4.1 P-FSA Representation
We use finite state automata to model each placement in the calling convention. One such FSA is shown in Figure 5. This FSA models the placement of procedure arguments for the simple calling convention. The placement FSA (P-FSA) takes a procedure’s signature as input and produces locations for the procedure’s arguments as output. The automaton works by moving from state to state as the location of each argument is determined. During transition, information about the current parameter is read from the input, and the resulting placement is written to the output.

The states of the machine represent that state of allocation for the machine resources. For example, the state labeled $q_2$ represents the fact that register $a_1$ and $a_2$ have been allocated, but that $a_3$, $a_4$ and stack locations have not been allocated. The transitions between states represent the placement of a single argument. Since arguments of different types and sizes impose different demands on the machine’s resources, we may find more than one transition leaving a particular state. In our example, $q_6$ has three transitions even though two of them (int and double) have the same target state ($q_4$). This duplication is required since the output from mapping an int is different from the output from mapping a double.

Modeling the allocation of an infinite resource, such as the stack, using an FSA poses a problem, however. As stated above, the state indicates which resources have been allocated. For finite resources, this is easily accomplished by maintaining a bit vector. When a resource no longer may be used, the associated bit is set to indicate this. For an infinite resource this scheme cannot work if we hope to use an FSA, since this would require a bit vector of infinite length. To simplify the problem, we impose a restriction on infinite resources: their allocation must be contiguous. Thus, for an infinite resource $I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots\}$, we can store the allocation state by maintaining an index $p$ whose value corresponds to the index of the first available resource in $I$. Because the allocation of $I$ must be contiguous, $p$ partitions the resources, since a resource $i_j$ is unavailable if $j < p$ or available if $j \geq p$. For instance, if the stack is the infinite resource, $p$ can be considered the stack pointer.

Nevertheless, we still have a problem. Although for a particular machine, the value of $p$ must be finite, the resulting FSA could have as many as $2^{32}$ stack allocation states for a 32-bit machine. However, we can significantly reduce this number by observing that the decision of where to place a parameter in memory is not based on $p$, but rather on alignment restrictions. For our example, we care only if the next available memory location is one-, four-, or eight-byte aligned. Consequently, we can capture the allocation state of the machine with three bits that distinguish the memory allocation states. We call these the distinguishing bits for infinite resource allocation.

Handling passing structures by value creates a complimentary problem. Since only the “alignment state” of the stack is of interest, structures that affect the state of the P-FSA differently must use different transitions. So for a convention that requires struc-
4.2 P-FSA Definition

To generalize our approach, we have the set of finite machine resources $R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n\}$, infinite resource $I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots\}$, and selection criteria $C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\}$. The selection criteria correspond to characteristics about arguments (such as their type and size) that the calling convention uses to select the appropriate assignment of an argument. We encode the signature of a procedure with a string $w \in C$. Each state $q$ in the automaton is labeled according to the allocation state that it represents. The label $\lambda$ includes a set vector $v$ of size $n$ that encodes the allocation of each of the finite resources in $R$. Additionally, to express the state of allocation for an infinite resource, we include $d$, the distinguishing bits of index $p$.

So, a state label is a string $vl$ that indicates the resource allocation state. In our example, $n = 4$, and $[vl] = 3$. So, each state is labeled by a string from the language $\{0, 1\}^3$. The output of $M$ is a string $s \in R$, where $P = R \cup \{0, 1\}^8$, which contains the placement information. So, from our example in Figure 5, state $q_5$ is labeled 111 100 to indicate that each of the argument registers has been used, and that the first available stack location is four-byte aligned.

From the above discussion, we have the following values that are pertinent to defining a finite state machine:

- A set of finite resources $R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n\}$.
- An infinite resource $I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots\}$.
- $d$, the distinguishing bits of $p$.
- Selection criteria $C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\}$.
- Bit vector $v = \{b_1, b_2, b_3\}$, where $b_i$ is set if resource $r_i$ is used.
- A set of placement strings $P = R \cup \{0, 1\}^8$.

We now formalize our definition of a P-FSA for modeling placement. Since the P-FSA produces output on transitions, we have a Mealy machine [Mea55]. We define the P-FSA as a six-tuple $M = (Q, \Sigma, \Delta, \delta, \lambda, q_0)$, where:

- $Q$ is the set of states with labels $\{0, 1\}^8 \{0, 1\}^8$ representing the allocation state of machine resources.
- The input alphabet $\Sigma = C$ is the set of selection criteria.
- The output alphabet $\Delta = P$, is the set of placement strings.
- The transition function $\delta: Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow Q$.
- The output function $\lambda: Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow A^\ast$.

$\bullet$ $q_0$ is the state labeled by $0vw$ where $[vl] = [vl]$ is the initial state of $d$.

We also define $\delta: Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow Q$ and $\lambda: Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow A^\ast$ which are just string versions defined by Hopcroft and Ullman [Hop79] of $\delta$ and $\lambda$, respectively. So, for our example, we have $M = (Q, \{\text{char, int, double}\}, \{a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4\} \{0, 1\}^3, d, \lambda, q_0)$, where $Q$ and $\delta$ are pictured in Figure 5 and $\lambda$ is defined in Table I. Note that we have modified the traditional definition of $\lambda$ to allow multiple symbols to be output on a single transition. This reflects the fact that arguments can be located in more than one resource. For example, in state $q_5$ on an int, Table I indicates that $M$ produces the string of four symbols 100 101 110 111 that indicates four bytes that are four-byte aligned, but are not eight-byte aligned.

The signature:

\[
\text{int phred(double, double, char, int)};
\]

will take the P-FSA in Figure 5 from state $q_0$ to $q_5$, producing the string $\{a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4\} \{000\} \{100\} \{101\} \{110\} \{111\}$ along the way. The parentheses in the output string are required to determine where the placement of one argument ends and the next argument's placement begins. Although these are necessary, we have omitted them from our automation definition to simplify its presentation. From the string, we can derive the placement of the phred's arguments. The first double is placed in registers $a_1$ and $a_2$, the second in registers $a_3$ and $a_4$, the char at the first stack location and the int starting in the fifth stack location. The padding on the stack between the char and the int is indicated by the omission of locations 001, 010 and 011 that correspond to the pad locations.

### Table I: Definition of $\lambda$ for example P-FSA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
<th>$q_0$</th>
<th>$q_1$</th>
<th>$q_2$</th>
<th>$q_3$</th>
<th>$q_4$</th>
<th>$q_5$</th>
<th>$q_6$</th>
<th>$q_7$</th>
<th>$q_8$</th>
<th>$q_9$</th>
<th>$q_{10}$</th>
<th>$q_{11}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>char</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>$a_4$</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>010</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>$a_2$</td>
<td>$a_3$</td>
<td>$a_4$</td>
<td>mem$^a$</td>
<td>mem$^b$</td>
<td>mem$^c$</td>
<td>mem$^d$</td>
<td>mem$^e$</td>
<td>mem$^f$</td>
<td>mem$^g$</td>
<td>mem$^h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double</td>
<td>$a_1a_2$</td>
<td>$a_3a_4$</td>
<td>$a_5a_6$</td>
<td>$a_7a_8$</td>
<td>mem$^i$</td>
<td>mem$^j$</td>
<td>mem$^k$</td>
<td>mem$^l$</td>
<td>mem$^m$</td>
<td>mem$^n$</td>
<td>mem$^o$</td>
<td>mem$^p$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. This can easily be extended to model more than one infinite resource.
2. In this paper, we use the notation of Hopcroft and Ullman for finite state automata and regular expressions [Hop79]. We use letters early in the alphabet (a, b, c) to denote single symbols. Letters late in the alphabet (x, y, z) will denote strings of symbols.
BUILD-P-FSA also uses an auxiliary function STATE-LABEL:P \rightarrow Q. STATE-LABEL takes an output string from \( M \) and computes the label for the state that \( M \) was in when the input was exhausted.

Our construction is now complete, except the definition of the function \( f \). We supply \( f \)'s definition using an interpreter. We have designed and implemented a language for specifying procedure calling conventions. The language has an interpreter that takes as input a calling convention specification, information about a procedure's signature and some additional information about the target machine, and produces the necessary mapping information to properly call the given procedure. Thus, this interpreter can be used to implement \( f \) in our algorithm above. In Section 6, we present the interpreter's use in an implementation.

5 Completeness and Consistency in P-FSA's

In this section, we consider a number of different properties of procedure calling conventions. But first we identify several implementation difficulties that one might encounter when dealing with a calling convention.

5.1 Common Difficulties

Applications, such as compilers and debuggers, which generate, or process procedures at the machine-language level require knowledge of the calling convention. Until now, the portion of such an application's implementation that concerned itself with the procedure call interface was constructed in an ad-hoc manner. The resulting code is complicated with details difficult to maintain, and often incorrect. In our experience, we have encountered many recurring difficulties in the calling convention portion of a retargetable compiler. There are three sources for these problems: the convention specification, the convention implementation, and the implementation process. We address each of these in the following paragraphs.

Many problems arise from the method of convention specification. Often, no specification exists at all. Instead the native compiler uses a convention that must be extracted by reverse-engineering it. In the cases where a specification exists, it typically takes the form of written prose, or a few general rules (e.g., our example description in Figure 3). Such methods of specification have obvious deficiencies. Furthermore, even if we have an accurate method for specifying a convention, it still may be possible to describe conventions that are internally inconsistent, or incomplete. For example, the convention may require that more than one procedure argument be placed in a particular resource. Another possibility is that the specification may omit rules for a particular data type, or combination of data types.

Those problems that do not stem from the specification result from incorrect implementation of the convention. Many of the same problems in the specification process also plague the implementation. Many conventions have numerous rules, and exceptions that must be reflected in the implementation. Another difficulty is that the implementation may require the use of the convention in several different locations. Maintaining a correspondence between the various implementations can itself be a great source of errors. Finally, this problem is exacerbated by the fact that the implementation frequently undergoes incremental development. Rather than taking on the chore of implementing the entire convention at once, a single aspect of the convention, such as providing support for a single data type, is tackled. After successfully implementing this subset, the next increment is tackled. In doing so, some aspect of the first stage may break due to the interactions between the two pieces.

The result of these observations is that there are several properties that we would like to ensure about a specification and implementation. The above discussion motivates the following categories of questions:

1. Completeness:
   a. Does the specified convention handle any number of arguments?
   b. Does the convention handle any combination of argument types?

2. Consistency:
   a. Does the convention map more than one argument to a single machine resource?
   b. Do the caller and callee's implementations agree on the convention?

Many questions like these can be answered using P-FSA's. The following sections show how we can prove certain properties about conventions that ensure desirable responses to the above questions.

5.2 Completeness

The completeness properties address how well the convention covers the possible input cases. A convention must handle any procedure signature. If we could guarantee that the convention was complete, or covered the input set, then we could answer the completeness questions posed in the previous section. We can determine if a convention is complete by looking at the resulting P-FSA. For example, will the convention work for any combination of argument types? The answer lies in the P-FSA transitions. For the convention to be complete, each state \( q \in Q \) must have \( \delta(q, c) \) defined for all \( c \in C \).

Using P-FSA's, we can guarantee that no incomplete convention will go undetected. For an incomplete convention \( K \) to not be detected, it would first have to be constructed using our algorithm. Assume such a P-FSA \( M \) exists for \( K \). Then there must be some state \( q_0 \) that is reachable from \( q_0 \) but does not have \( \delta(q_0, a) \) defined for some \( a \in A \). Let \( W_2 \) denote the set of all strings \( x \) such that \( \delta(q_0, x) = q_k \). That is, \( W_2 \) is the set of strings that take \( M \) from state \( q_0 \) to \( q_k \). Thus, for all strings \( x \) such that \( x \in W_2 \), \( xa \) represents a signature that \( K \) does not cover. However, during construction, BUILD-P-FSA visited state \( q_k \) with some string \( w \) such that \( \delta(q_0, w) = q_k \). Thus, \( w \) must be in \( W_2 \) and must not be covered by \( K \). Since BUILD-P-FSA calls \( f(wc) \) for all \( c \in C \), \( f \) will be called using \( f(wa) \). Since \( wa \) is not covered by \( K \), \( f(wa) \) will be undefined. At this point the construction process will signal that \( K \) is incomplete.

5.3 Consistency

The consistency properties address whether the convention is internally and externally consistent. A convention is internally consistent if there is no machine resource that can be assigned to more than one argument. A convention is externally consistent if the caller and callee agree on the locations of transmitted values. In our model, we detect internal inconsistency, and prevent external inconsistency.

To detect internal inconsistencies, we again turn to the P-FSA. If the convention only used finite resources, detecting a cycle in the P-FSA would be sufficient to detect the error. However, when infinite resources are introduced, our algorithms are not complete. We cannot have an internal inconsistency for an infinite resource since \( p \) is defined to be monotonically increasing. We detect finite resource inconsistencies in the following manner. An inconsistency can occur when there is a transition from some state \( q_i \) to \( q_j \) where bit \( i \) in the finite bit vector is 1 in \( q_j \) but 0 in \( q_i \). At this point, M has lost the information that resource \( r_i \) was already allocated. We can detect this change by comparing all pairs of bit vectors \( v_i, v_j \) such that \( v_i \) labels \( q_j \) and \( v_j \) labels \( q_i \) and \( \delta(q, C) = q_j \) for some \( c \in C \). To do
the comparison, we compute \( v_3 = (v_f \oplus v_2) \land v_f \oplus v_2 \) selects all bits that differ between \( v_f \) and \( v_2 \). We logically and \((\land)\) this with \( v_f \) to determine if any set bits change value. Thus, if \( v_3 \) has any bit set, we have an inconsistency.

Our convention specification language prevents external inconsistencies in the calling convention. A convention specification only defines the argument transmission locations once. Although both the caller and the callee must make use of this information, the specification does not duplicate the information. Since we only have a single definition of argument locations, we only construct a single P-FSA to model the placement mapping. This single P-FSA is used in both the caller and callee. By doing so, we prevent external inconsistencies by requiring the caller and callee use the same implementation for the placement mapping.

6 The Implementation

6.1 The Interpreter

We have implemented an interpreter for the CCL specification language. The interpreter’s source is approximately 2500 lines of Icon code [Gris90]. The interpreter takes as input the CCL description of a procedure calling convention, a procedure’s signature, and some additional information about the target architecture, and produces locations of the values to be transmitted, in terms of both the callee and the caller’s frame of reference.

We have developed CCL specifications for the following machines: MIPS R2000, SPARC, DEC VAX-11, Motorola M68020, and Motorola M88100. Each of these CCL specifications is approximately one page in length. Using the specification for the MIPS, and the CCL interpreter, we constructed a P-FSA that implements the MIPS calling convention. The MIPS P-FSA uses only 16 out of a possible 512 states (the state label has 9 bits), but requires nine transitions for each state to implement the selection criteria for the C programming language. Since the MIPS convention has more machine resource classes and alignment requirements than any of the other machines, it represents the most complicated convention we have. Therefore, we would expect P-FSA’s for the other architectures to be significantly smaller. For machines that pass procedure arguments on the stack with no alignment restrictions, such as the VAX-11, would only be a few states.

For comparison purposes, we have examined the calling convention specific code for a retargetable compiler. The MIPS implementation requires 781 lines of C code, while the SPARC implementation has 618 lines. This code is one of the most complex sections of the machine-dependent code. This code is replaced by the P-FSA tables and a simple automaton interpreter.

6.2 Realizing the Calling Sequence

In this section, we present how the information from our CCL descriptions can be used to generate calling sequences for the \( vscc/vpo \) optimizing compiler [Ben88][Ben94].

In our compiler, the code for the procedure bodies is generated without knowledge of the calling convention. For a callee, the optimizer treats formal parameters as local variables. It assigns each parameter either a register or a memory location, based on the parameter’s predicted reference frequency. Thus, although an established convention for where values cross the procedure call interface exists, the code generated by our compiler for a procedure’s body may not conform to the convention.

To correct this problem, instructions are placed before and after the callee’s body, and before and after the call site in the caller. We call these instructions the caller/callee prologue/epilogue sequences. It is these sequences of instructions that are collectively called the calling sequence. The sequences introduce four new interfaces shown as \( \text{Interface} \) in Figure 6. In each sequence, the instructions transform a convention interface to a code body interface or vice versa. Since these sequences of instructions are used to “glue” the procedure bodies to the convention interfaces, they correspond to the agents, shown in Figure 1, of our high-level model.

![Figure 6: Calling Sequence Locations](image)

An agent’s responsibilities fall into one of three categories: allocation or deallocation of storage space, movement of values from their locations in the first interface to locations in the second interface, and the construction/restoration of procedure execution environments. Hence, to generate an agent’s actions, we must have information about where the calling convention expects values, what space to allocate or free, and the procedure’s environment structure. We can automatically generate the first two.

To illustrate our technique, we show how to generate the instruction sequence for one agent. The instruction sequences that correspond to the other three agents are generated exactly the same way. For our example, we focus on the prologue callee agent for the procedure \( foo \) introduced earlier.

Recall that for our hypothetical machine, \( foo \)'s arguments are placed by the caller in locations \( a^1, a^2, a^3, M[sp:sp+7] \). The frame layout on the stack just before control passes to \( foo \) is shown in Figure 7a. Assume that in generating the \( foo \)'s body, the optimizer uses two non-volatile registers, allocates 12 bytes of memory for local variables (including \( foo \)'s arguments) and uses 8 bytes of spill space. One possible frame layout for \( foo \) is shown in Figure 7b. The relative locations of the temporary spill space, local variable space and non-volatile register save space are determined by the optimizer. The optimizer provides the locations where the callee body expects values. These are listed in the second column of Table II. These locations represent an agreement between the callee body and the callee prologue agent.

The optimizer calls the P-FSA interpreter with the \( foo \)'s signature and values of the external variables:
dependencies. If a source is also a destination, the move containing
and destinations must be examined to determine if there are any
sequence.

necessary instructions to be inserted into the callee prologue’s

tations returned by the P-FSA. Column 2 shows the locations that
caller prologue agent and callee prologue agent to the agreement
summarizes the location information. Column 1 shows the loca-
table of available move instructions is consulted to determine the
from columns 1 and 2, indicates the necessary actions. Each of
moves must be made to transform the agreement between the
machine instructions.

The P-FSA returns view changes, a list of argument locations that
correspond to the calling convention, and a list of non-volatile reg-
\[[∀ offset ∈ \langle−\infty,∞\rangle, M[sp + offset ]; M[sp + offset + 28]],
\[(\text{ARG}^1, \text{a}^1),
\[(\text{ARG}^2, \text{a}^2),
\[(\text{ARG}^3, \text{a}^3),
\[(\text{ARG}^4, M[sp+28;sp+35]),
\[\text{non-volatile: a}^4, a^4, a^4, a^4] \]

In this example, the view change occurred before the list of loca-
tions. Therefore, the locations reflect this fact.

View change information corresponds to the allocation or
deallocation of storage space. This view change indicates that any
memory location’s address, that contains a valid value for offset,
shifts down by 28 bytes. Since offset can take on any positive or
negative value (-∞,∞), this corresponds to all addresses relative to
the stack pointer. Thus, a decrement of the stack pointer by 28
bytes is needed. This allocation of stack space will appear as a
view change since it changes the names of all locations referenced
by the stack pointer. A table is consulted for each view change in
the CCL description. The table maps all view changes to valid
machine instructions.

After the view change has been performed, the necessary
moves must be made to transform the agreement between the
caller prologue agent and callee prologue agent to the agreement
between the callee prologue agent and the callee body. Table II
summarizes the location information. Column 1 shows the loca-
tions returned by the P-FSA. Column 2 shows the locations that
the optimizer supplies. Column 3, which can be trivially derived
from columns 1 and 2, indicates the necessary actions. Each of
these moves is a register/memory to register/memory move. A
table of available move instructions is consulted to determine the
necessary instructions to be inserted into the callee prologue’s
sequence.

After the agent’s actions are determined, the list of sources
and destinations must be examined to determine if there are any
dependencies. If a source is also a destination, the move containing
the source must be performed before the move containing the des-
tination, otherwise the source value will be lost. It is not uncom-
mon for a circularity to exist. For example, if a^1→a^1 and a^2→a^1,
we must introduce a third location to break the circularity:
a^1→temp, a^2→a^1, temp→a^2. Either an available register or a
memory location must be used to temporary hold one of the val-
ues. In our optimizer, we usually have a register available.

For our implementation of the C language, the callee pro-
logue has no other responsibilities. However, in other implementa-
tions, or other languages, special environment initialization might
be required. For example, in PASCAL, the variable “display” that
is used for addressing outer-block variables might need to be setup.
Although this would probably be performed in the callee prologue
sequence, the initialization is not part of the calling part and is,
therefore beyond the scope of this system.

At this point, the callee prologue instruction sequence is com-
plete. So far, we have not addressed instruction sequence effi-
ciency. Because of the frequency of procedure calls, generating
efficient instruction sequences is an important feature of optimiz-
ing compilers. In our compiler, the resulting instruction sequences
are processed by the optimizer. Thus, although the instruction
sequences that are initially generated by this process are naive,
they benefit from thorough optimization just as other code does.

6.3 Related Issues
Providing support for procedures that may receive a varying num-
ber of arguments is always difficult. In the C language, the mecha-
nism used is varargs which is more a convention than a language
feature. Johnson and Ritchie spend considerable time explaining
the ramifications that varargs has on the calling sequence [JOHNSON].
In fact, providing support for C’s varargs frequently has profound influence on the calling convention. However, in C,
procedures that receive variable numbers of arguments still adhere
to the defined calling sequence. While varargs must be consid-
ered when developing a particular calling sequence, information
about varargs is not present in the definition of the calling conven-
tion.

An important decision when designing a calling convention is
deiding which registers retain their value across a procedure call.
If some registers retain their value, it is the responsibility of the
callee to restore the original values of any such register that is
used. Rather than define the mechanism employed in the convention as caller or callee save, we simply define who is responsible for the save. This is accomplished by indicating that registers are non-volatile. Volatile register values must be saved by the caller, while non-volatile register values must be saved by the callee if it uses them.

The specifications in this paper, and the implementation that we have presented are for the C language. We have not, as yet, considered how CCL could be used for languages that are drastically different from C. However, we anticipate that CCL could handle features such as heap-based parameter passing without modification.

7 Related Work

What little work there has been in calling sequences has been ad-hoc. For example, Johnson and Ritchie discuss some rules of thumb for designing and implementing a calling sequence for the C programming language [JOHNS9]. Davidson and Whalley experimentally evaluated several different C calling conventions [DAVI91]. No attempts have been made to formally analyze calling conventions.

On the other hand, the use of FSA for modeling parts of a compiler, and as an implementation tool has a long and successful history. For example, Johnson et al. [JOHN68] describe the use of FSA’s to implement lexical analyzers. More recently, Proebsting and Fraser [PROE94], and Muller [MULL93] have used finite state automata to model and detect structural hazards in pipelines for instruction scheduling.

8 Summary

Current methods of procedure call specification are frequently imprecise, incomplete, contradictory or inconsistent. This comes from the lack of a formal model, or specification language that guarantee these properties. We have presented a formal model, called P-FSA’s, for procedure calling conventions that can ensure these properties. Furthermore, we have developed a language and interpreter for the specification of procedure calling conventions. With the interpreter, a P-FSA that models a convention can be automatically constructed from the convention’s specification. During construction, the convention can be analyzed to determine if it is complete and consistent. The resulting P-FSA can then be directly used as an implementation of the convention in an application.
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Appendix A

A.1 Construction Algorithms

We define the algorithm BUILD-P-FSA in Figure 8. The algorithm
starts with the initial state \(q_0\) as the only element of \(Q\). Since there
are no transitions yet, \(\lambda\) and \(\delta\) have no rules. A call to BUILD-P-
FSA takes three parameters, \(q, w,\) and \(x. q\) represents the state for
BUILD-P-FSA to visit, while \(w\) represents the input string such that
\((q_0, w)\) yields \((q, \epsilon)\), and \(x\) is output string upon reaching \(q\). From
this definition, the initial call to BUILD-P-FSA must be BUILD-P-
FSA\((q_0, \epsilon, \epsilon)\).

![Figure 8: Algorithm to build the P-FSA](image1)

The algorithm for STATE-LABEL is simple. We start with state
\(q_0\). As STATE-LABEL reads each symbol from the string, it encoun-
ters either the name of a finite resource, or a symbol representing
the distinguishing bits of \(p\). In the finite case, the bit corresponding
to the resource is set in the finite resource vector. In the infinite
case, the distinguishing bits of the state are set to the input symbol
that was read. At the end of the input, all finite resources that have
been read have their bits set to indicate they are unavailable, and
the distinguishing bits indicate the last set of distinguishing bits read.
To complete the computation, we need to move the infinite
resource index to the next available resource (it currently points to
the last unavailable one). The result of this computation is pre-
cisely the label for the final state of \(M\) for output \(w\) since it indi-
cates which resources are available for allocation. The complete
code is shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9: Definition of STATE-LABEL](image2)

A.2 A Complex Example

We now present a significantly more complex example: the MIPS
R3000. The MIPS is a RISC machine with both integer and float-
ning-point registers. Unlike most machines, the MIPS convention
designates that not only some integer registers but also some float-
ing-point registers are to be used for passing arguments. Figure 10
contains the complete convention specification.

![Figure 10: MIPS Convention Specification](image3)

Although the MIPS convention is more complicated, the
description is quite similar to our previous example—with a few
additional restrictions. First, notice that the resource list (line 14)
now includes the floating-point registers. Each resource set is
ordered to indicate that the resources within them must be assigned
in sequence. This prevents the subsequent placement operator
from using element \(n\) after element \(n + 1\) has been assigned. Sec-
ond, we have added several new classes. These reflect the addition
of registers for passing arguments and alignment constraints
placed on the registers and stack. For example, the class ‘intpregs’
is the set of starting points in the integer register set that have even
register numbers. The class ‘amem’ is the set of stack locations
that are 8-byte aligned. Finally, the class ‘smem’ contains a set of
starting-point pairs. The pair is used to indicate that if the first
resource exhausts, the placement continues using the second
resource starting point. This class is used in passing structure argu-
ments and indicates that a single structure argument may span the
argument registers and stack.

After properly defining the classes, the placement (lines 27-
34) is straightforward. For each type, a list of classes to use is spec-
ified. In each case, a register class is first, followed by the corre-
sponding stack class. This reflects the convention that registers are
used until exhausted, followed by stack use. The placement is
slightly complicated in the floating-point case since the register
class to use is dependent on the type of the first argument. When
the first argument is a floating-point value, the floating-point regis-
ters are used. When the first value is any other type, the integer
registers are used to pass floating-point values.

The MIPS convention has two other features we must convey.
The first requires that the initial 16 bytes of the frame, which cor-
respond to the argument registers, must be reserved so the callee
can save the register arguments if necessary. This is specified on
line 15 by setting the ‘assigned’ attribute for these resources. The
second constraint is that floating-point argument registers are asso-
ciated with the integer registers \((F^i\) \(r^d\) and \(r^7, \tilde{F}^i\) \(r^0\) and \(r^5\)). The association requires that if a register in one class
is assigned, the associated register in the other class cannot be
assigned. Each of the four associations is specified, on lines 23-26,
using the existential quantifier (\(\exists\)) which is simply a conditional
expression. These restrictions complete the calling convention for
the MIPS. The remaining details are similar to the simple example
presented earlier.

1. An ordered list of values for \(p\)‘s distinguishing bits is known so that
we can perform this calculation, although this is usually just an increment.
external NVSIZE, SPILL_SIZE, LOCALS_SIZE
alias REG_ARGS = 16
alias sp = r29
non-volatile \{ r^{1,3}, r^{8,11}, r^{16,31} \}
caller prologue
view change
\forall \text{offset} \in [\sim \infty; \infty) \quad \text{M[sp + offset] becomes M[sp + offset + [\text{ARG}_\text{SIZE}]^8]}
end view change
data transfer (asymmetric)
alias rindex = <4:7>
alias fpindex = <6:7>
alias mindex = <sp:}\infty>
resources \{ <r^{\text{rindex}}, <fp^{\text{fpindex}}, <m^{\text{mindex}}> \}
\forall \text{register} \in [\text{M}[\text{sp}(\text{REG_ARGS})]] \text{ set register.assigned} \leftarrow \text{true}
internal ARG_SIZE \leftarrow \sum (\text{M[addr].size} | \text{addr} \in \text{mindex} \land \text{M[addr].assigned})
class intregs \leftarrow <<<r^{\text{rindex}}>>
class fpregs \leftarrow <<<f^{\text{fpindex}}>> | \text{x} \in \text{fpindex} \land \text{addr} \mod 2 = 0>
class mem \leftarrow <<\text{M[addr]}>> | \text{addr} \in \text{mindex} \land \text{addr} \mod 4 = 0>
class amem \leftarrow <<\text{M[addr]}>> | \text{addr} \in \text{mindex} \land \text{addr} \mod 8 = 0>
class smem \leftarrow <<\text{M[addr]}>> | \text{addr} \in \text{mindex} \land \text{addr} \mod 8 = 0>
\exists \text{reg} \in \{ \text{reg} | \text{reg} \in \{f^6\} \land \text{reg.assigned} \} \Rightarrow \text{set r^{4:5}.assigned} \leftarrow \text{true}
\exists \text{reg} \in \{ \text{reg} | \text{reg} \in \{f^7\} \land \text{reg.assigned} \} \Rightarrow \text{set r^{6:7}.assigned} \leftarrow \text{true}
\exists \text{reg} \in \{ \text{reg} | \text{reg} \in \{r^{2:3}\} \land \text{reg.assigned} \} \Rightarrow \text{set f^6.assigned} \leftarrow \text{true}
\exists \text{reg} \in \{ \text{reg} | \text{reg} \in \{r^{5:5}\} \land \text{reg.assigned} \} \Rightarrow \text{set f^7.assigned} \leftarrow \text{true}
\forall \text{argument} \in <\text{ARG}_1:ARG_{\text{TOTAL}}>
\map \text{argument} \rightarrow \text{argument.type} \bot \{ 
\text{byte, word, longword: } <\text{intregs, mem}>,
\text{struct: } <\text{smem, amem}>,
\text{float, double: }<\text{intfpregs, amem}>,
\text{struct, byte, word, longword: } <\text{intregs, mem}>,
\text{float, double: }<\text{intfpregs, amem}>
\}
end data transfer
callee prologue
view change
\forall \text{offset} \in [\sim \infty; \infty) \quad \text{M[sp + offset] becomes M[sp + offset + [\text{SPILL}_\text{SIZE} + \text{LOCALS}_\text{SIZE} + \text{NVSIZE}]^8]}
end view change
callee prologue
data transfer (asymmetric)
resources \{ <r^f^6> \}
\map \text{RVAL}_1 \rightarrow \text{RVAL}_1\text{.type} \bot \{ 
\text{byte, word, longword: }<<<r^f^6>>, 
\text{float, double: }<<<f^f^6>>, 
\text{struct: }<<f^f^6>>, 
\}
end data transfer
callee epilogue
callee epilogue
Figure 10: The MIPS R3000 Specification